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The fear of abandonment is among our most primal fears, and deservedly so. New hands-on
exercises for improving your life will show you how to manage the inevitable pain, then go on
to build a whole new concept of self, boost your capability for love, and find new love on a
deeper and richer level than ever before. Amid the hurt, it’s hard to observe an end to your
emotions of rejection, shame, and betrayal. re in a relationship in which you no longer feel
loved.by understanding their biochemical and behavioral origins and implications.whether you
are suffering from a recent reduction, or a lingering wound from the past; whether you are
caught up in patterns that sabotage your personal relationships, or you’In this updated
edition of the groundbreaking reserve, Susan Anderson, a therapist who has specialized in
assisting people with loss, heartbreak, and abandonment for more than thirty years, shares
recent discoveries in neuroscience that help put your pain in perspective.Going further than
comforting words to market real alter, this healing up process will help you work through the five
general stages of abandonment— From the initial stunning blow to starting over, it offers a
complete program for abandonment recovery.shattering, withdrawal, internalizing, rage, lifting—
It really is designed to help all victims of emotional breakups— Its pain is often mind-boggling,
and can leave its mark on the rest of your life.
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Life Changing Book This is a life changing book, whether you were the consequence of an
undesirable pregnancy, had trauma from someone you care about dying or being very ill while
you were growing up, or were dumped by a family member, boyfriend/girlfriend, or spouse. It
really isn't easy, but totally necessary. The exercises are simple with profound outcomes. I
thought I got dealt with all those issues through therapy many years but found this "journey"
healing and eye starting. I also strongly suggest her Black Swan reserve to read on its own or
additionally one. I also recommend you read her book "The Black Swan." That book too has
changed my entire life. Thank you so much Susan, from underneath of my center, for your
important contribution to humanity. Read this book FIRST. Right away the book units a tone of
great empathy. I've spent a good deal of period in therapy and have been to several
different therapists. I've examine numerous articles, books, and just about anything
recommended to me. While I still believe talking to a professional in the field can be hugely
valuable, this book has helped me understand the whirlwind of emotions I am hit with much
better than anything else. I am always surprised to find how few reviews some of these books
have, and then I'm curious just how many copies are in fact sold, but people simply don't
remember to review them. I love the exercises that were presented in the book I wanted to be
certain to post an assessment of the books that helped me through a dark amount of time in
my life. This book holds great potential for healing. Each time I start reading, I discover myself
identifying with feelings I didn't actually realize I was experiencing, and noticing behavioral
patterns in myself that I was totally unacquainted with. If you are dealing with any type of
abandonment, I cannot recommend this book extremely enough. It's the very first thing that
produced me think, only if for an instant, that I could survive this tremendously devastating
encounter. Best I've found on the subject I actually am a counselor-in-teaching (LPC-Intern)
who was dumped and served divorce papers all of a sudden by my husband of 30+ years just
before Christmas 2015. This book offers been the most helpful one I've read as I sort out the
many complicated thoughts and the feelings which remain so raw. I could just read like 5
pages at a time before I had to put it down and journal because I was learning so much.
Excellent I found this book to become a true personal help with superb references. Some
factors were easier to digest when hearing someone explain it (like big you/little you). This is
actually the one I desire I would have found FIRST. The road to healing is continuous but tools
are often there. Even if you haven't experienced a partner leaving you the procedure can be
the same for any abandonment issues. A real shiny light in my own darkness. Make sure to
perform the exercises to attain the most recovery and healing. Thank you Susan! I'm going to
read the "Taming Your Outer Child" next. the publication itself meets you where you are,
whether you've recently experienced abandonment or remain struggling with issues from
childhood and beyond). I wish I would have read this book first, when the separation started
(for my very own benefit, that is; This book found me at the same time of recently diagnosed
Breast Tumor while at the same time learning about my spouses lengthy term infidelity. HIGHLY
recommend I have read several books that relate with abandonment. If you are struggling to
understand the concept of Inner Child in therapy work or group work, I came across this
exercise the thing that helped me sort out this concept. I've read too many books on this
subject. A great read for men and women who've been abandoned emotionally, physically,
financially, or any additional way possible. it would have been a more timely guidebook! I was
really established to try the treatment, and it really does work. The author in addition has been
through the . Remember there are all sorts of abandonment. Others I had a need to read. I
have not finished reading the reserve yet but up to now it is crystal clear that her method of

viewing abandonment pain isn't just a band help of yanking yourself back into life and writing
affirmations. I've been going through a separation and now a divorce for nearly a year. In the
event that you feel abandoned in another method, I’m uncertain you will relate with the book
aswell since that is the main concentrate. She writes about this kind of loss as a very real and
tangible injury to our becoming that must be taken care of with great self treatment rather
than a neglect and move on strategy. Anderson thoroughly and cautiously explains
abandonment in every its forms and phases, guiding you and illustrating the behaviors,
emotions, and even feasible root causes connected with them. While it will not placate a sense
to be a victim, it does empathize and you feel not abandoned by the authors treatment in
writing this book. A saviour when your emotinal world reaches war. A savior whenever your
emotional world is at war.!. This book helped me understand what was heading on
biochemically in my body and mind, and why I was getting it so hard to move beyond my
abandonment. The majority of my original issues had been from early childhood with a dad
dying when I was 3 months old and later going to an orphanage and foster home. I just wish I
had discovered this book in the beginning of my abandonment; Required Reading for some
Humans I've Met When you have been thru a traumatic loss of a significant person in your life
(even it's a platonic romantic relationship), that does NOT involve death - you should get this
reserve. It stood out noticeably if you ask me. Spock could do) and has written about it. She
KNOWS the topic in-and-out, having been through it herself.Non-loss of life abandonment is a
complete DIFFERENT pet than loss-from-death, and We haven't lived in an industrialized country
it doesn't stigmatize it, or diminish it in a single way or another. (Probably because most people
possess experienced it sometime, and until now, no-one has known how exactly to recover from
it. She provides helpful strategies that you could work though on your own but also will
dsicover helpful particularly dealing with a therpist...it's still sitting inside you prefer a tumor!
Easy to understand, and the visualizations and excersizes contained within really helped a
whole lot. Susan Anderson is like a up to date friend, a family member to lean on. Highly
recommend Very helpful, well written and really hit home for me personally.)I've shown this
publication and read bits of it to my PhD therapist, who does grief function, and she ordered a
copy for herself! I like the exercises that were shown in the book, especially the Big You/Small
You dialog. wish I'd have found it previous . I am recommending this book to clients. Best for
those facing the end of a relationship I actually was facing my partner leaving me and a
crushing feeling of sadness when We read this reserve and it had been helpful to know that
others also go through the pain I was going right through and that things could be better.
Amazing book This book is excellent. And trust me, regardless of how long ago it happened, if
it was traumatic for you, and you never really healed from it, simply 'forgotten' about it. A few
minimal notes: this is best suited for someone whose romantic relationship has ended. The writer
has also experienced the journey to be abandoned and healing from it so she is not just
talking from a soap container. Also the writer frequently mentions weight and attractiveness with
techniques that might reinforce a sense that this is what makes people desireable. Of program
all authors’ biases come through in writing and this can be forgivable but something to bear in
mind as you read. The writer seems to have carried out a "Vulcan-mind-meld" on me (like Mr.
Overall great book. I cannot say enough good things about Susan Anderson. Overall I would
highly recommend this book to those facing a devastating end of a relationship. It gets to the
root of the issue. I got the audiobook and the kindle publication and alternated between the
two. The writer not only understands abandonment on a multifaceted level but has also
experienced the natural emotion.. As described very great book. From the start the book sets a

tone of great empathy. I discover myself identifying specific behaviors and stopping them
before they spiral uncontrollable, for ex, because I understand know what they are, I've a name
for them and I know what’s going on in my human brain. Also, when I’m going right through a
particularly difficult minute in my own grief, I am able to identify which stage I’m at, and I leap
to the workout from that stage bc I understand it’ll advantage me the most at that time. It's
been truly helpful. I also have all of the companions to this book susan anderson wrote through
the years and I would suggest it.. But this was personally what I wanted. This book was full of aha occasions from the first few pages all the way to the end. Great!. very great reserve. wish I'd
have found it earlier because I have already process most of the steps already
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